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Land Tenure in Sixteenth-century Santiago Tlatelolco:   don Diego
Mendoza de Austria Moctezuma’s Niece versus a Pochteca (“Merchant”)

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the degree of continuity of precontact land tenure

systems in Santiago Tlatelolco in the sixteenth century.  This paper will focus on how nobles

coped with the changes that took place during this period.  To do so, I analyze a land lawsuit that

took place between Angelina Verónica, tutor to the heirs of a wealthy female merchant, and doña

María Coatonal, niece of don Diego Mendoza de Austria Moctezuma, a renowned governor of

Santiago Tlatelolco. The litigation was complicated. It involved the Real Audiencia (high court),

the indigenous cabildo (“city council”), and the Mexico City cabildo.1

For some years, the two parties were unable to find a solution to the problem because

both  seemed  to  be  legitimate  claims.   On  one  hand,  Angelina  Verónica  claimed  that  her

grandchildren had received the land in question from their great-grandmother Angelina Martina,

a  wealthy  pochteca  (“merchant”)  who  had  bought  it  from  a  cacique (“ruler”)  of  Santiago

Tlatelolco.  On the other hand, doña María Coatonal claimed to have inherited the land from her

father who had been a cacique of one of the most renowned lineages in Tlatelolco.  Both, then,

fought over land whose ultimate origin was patrimonial. To be more specific, the land they were

fighting  for  had  been  personal  land  that  had  belonged  to  precontact  ruling  lineages.

Nevertheless,  in Angelina Verónica’s  case,  a commoner had bought this  land,  whereas doña

María Coatonal had inherited it.  

Although some sources indicate that there had been some form of land transaction during

precontact times, the sale of land, especially of land associated with  cacicazgos (“indigenous

noble  estates”),  became  more  common  during  the  Viceroyalty  era.   This  lawsuit,  however,



reveals that even in the late sixteenth-century heirs of former ruling lineages could successfully

contest the sale of land.  It suggests the continuity of certain aspects of the precontact land tenure

system.  Furthermore, the lawsuit suggests that during the sixteenth century, at least, indigenous

women made good use of the Spanish legal system to gain or retain their land.

PATRIMONIAL VERSUS PURCHASED LAND

In her testament,  Angelina Martina categorized the land that she bequeathed into two

types:  patrimonial and purchased land.  She used the term huehuetlalli  (in the possessive) to

refer to the former.  Huehuetlalli or patrimonial land referred to that which had been inherited.

Until her death (sometime in the 1580’s), Angelina Martina was able to keep the land that she

had inherited from her precontact ancestors. However, the greatest bulk of Angelina Martina’s

land  was  purchased.   The  land  she  bequeathed  to  Angelina  Verónica’s  grandchildren  was

purchased. In 1551, Angelina Martina had bought the land in question from the cacique don

Baltasar Tlilancalqui.  He qualified this land as  pillalli  (“private, alienable, and tribute-exempt

lands of the nobility”),2 and he specified that he had gotten it from his great-grandparents.  

According to Ana Rita Valero de García Lascuráin, only an elite class composed by the

nobility, renowned warriors, and very wealthy Mexica merchants could own personal land. They

could sell this land, but only to other elite members.  By restricting the distribution of pillalli, the

Mexicas used land as one way of ensuring the position of a selected few. 3  

Although pillalli could be sold, inheritance was the main way in which this land was

allocated.  In Tlatelolco, nobles and warriors had gotten land from the Tecpanecas and later from

the Mexicas as a reward for their military service.  It is likely that the land that doña María

Coatonal claimed that had belonged to her father, a renowned cacique in Tlatelolco, had such an

origin.  It is probable too, that don Baltasar’s land had a similar one, for he too was a cacique.



When don Baltasar sold his land to Angelina Martina, patrimonial land that had belonged to the

nobility  passed  to  the  hands  of  a  wealthy  pochteca,  and after  her  death,  to  the  hands  of  a

commoner and her grandchildren.  The outcome of the lawsuit between Angelina Verónica and

doña  María  Coatonal  suggests  that  to  indigenous  and  to  Spanish  authorities  possession  of

patrimonial land was more legitimate than that of purchased land.  One of the main goals of this

paper is to find out the reasons for this.

DON DIEGO’S USURPATION

Don Diego Mendoza de Austria Moctezuma, a renowned governor of Santiago Tlatelolco

in the sixteenth-century and the uncle of doña María Coatonal, was one of the caciques who was

able to retain his patrimonial land.  A strategy used by indigenous caciques to preserve their

position and their possessions was to request royal recognition of their status as well as land

grants that would legitimize their properties. If the Real Audiencia recognized their position as

traditional caciques, then they got the “definitive” right to the land as well as to other inherent

privileges.4  Don Diego, for example, requested from the king a  cédula  (“royal mandate”) that

recognized the nobility of his lineage as son of Cuauhtemoc and grandson of Moctezuma, and

that as a consequence, acknowledged his cacicazgo. Charles V accepted the petition and gave

don Diego the title of governor in perpetuity.  Although don Diego eventually lost this title, he

was able to pass on to his sons the lands pertaining to the cacicazgo.5

Besides preserving their patrimonial land, caciques used other tactics, many of a dubious

nature, to increase their possessions. As the Códice Cozcatzin attests, Don Diego was one of the

caciques who successfully used these mechanisms.  In this manuscript, inhabitants of Santiago

Tlatelolco, Santa Isabel Tola, and San Juan Ixhuatepec claimed that don Diego had usurped their

land.6  In his testament, don Diego referred to another misappropriation, this one pertinent to the



process analyzed in  this  paper.   He explained that  he and his siblings  had inherited land in

Techichiqiulco from their grandfather Tzninac Popacatzin.  A Spaniard usurped this land, but

don Diego successfully brought a lawsuit against him. Since his siblings had not helped him to

fund the process, he had deemed fair to keep the land for his own.  In his will, he bequeathed this

land to his siblings and their children in order to restore their patrimonial land to them.7 As the

granddaughter  of  the  aforementioned  Popocatzin  and  as  the  daughter  of  one  of  the  nobles

affected by don Diego’s actions, Doña María Coatonal claimed the possession of land located in

Techichiquilco.  Her suit was, then, based on her right to her father’s cacicazgo lands. 

THE LITIGATION

In April 1584, Angelina Verónica initiated a lawsuit against doña María for appropriating

eighty brazas (one braza was approximately six feet) of land located in the pago (“sizable tract of

land”) known as Aztacolcatlali.8  According to Angelina Verónica, doña María Coatonal had

illegally sold a piece of her grandchildren’s land to the Dominicans who lived in Azcapotzalco.

She  requested  the  restitution  of  such  land.   As  her  evidence,  Angelina  Verónica  presented

Angelina  Martina’s  testament,  the  bill  of  sale  by  which  she  had  acquired  possession,  and

indigenous  witnesses.   On  September  7,  1584,  Gaspar  Lorenzo,  indigenous  farmer  and salt

maker, declared that he had been a terrazguero (“landless worker”) of Angelina Martina, and that

his father-in-law had been a terrazguero of don Baltasar Tlilancalqui.   He also declared that

Angelina Martina had bequeathed this land to Bonifacio Maximiliano and Bernardina Francisca,

her great-grandchildren. Finally, he added that the land that belonged to doña María Coatonal

was located in another place,  in the pago known as Techichiquilco Ysocoloi. In view of this

evidence,  don Juan de Austria,  governor of Santiago Tlatelolco,  visited the land in question

along  with  doña  María  Coatonal  and  her  husband.   Don  Juan  asked  the  people  of  the



surroundings who was the owner of the land that Gaspar Lorenzo had cultivated.  All of them

answered that it belonged to Angelina Martina’s heirs, and that the land had never been idle.

Afterwards don Juan asked doña María and her husband to point out the land they claimed was

theirs, but they got confused and could not answer satisfactorily.  Sometimes they would point to

one piece of land; sometimes, to another.  When Santiago’s governor asked them what were the

mojoneras (“boundary stones”) that were established when they got possession of their land, they

replied that none were set.9  In view of this evidence, on October 20, 1584, don Juan de Austria,

governor  of  Santiago  Tlatelolco,  dictated  a  sentence  in  favor  of  Angelina  Verónica’s

grandchildren and nullified doña María Coatonal’s sale of land to the Dominicans. However,

things got quite complicated.  At the beginning of 1585, doña María Coatonal appealed to the

Real Audiencia against don Juan de Austria’s resolution.

One of the reasons for land problems was the absence of an adequate system for land

identification in colonial documents.  Usually only the name of the pago or  paraje  (the same

definition  as  pago)  or  another  geographic  feature  was  mentioned.   This  information  was

insufficient to locate geographically a plot of land; it only served to distinguish this possession

from others that the testator  might  have.  This problem only worsened as time passed.  The

consequence  was  that  land  documents  resulted  inadequate  in  proving  who  had  rights  over

specific lands.  James Lockhart believes that this was so because the identification of land tenure

was finally based on “common knowledge and community consensus.”  However,  when the

document was written more than a generation ago, the people of the community were unable to

have clear knowledge on the matter.10  In fact, this situation was very common among indigenous

Mexico City’s wealthy landowners who had plots in other places.  Since they did not cultivate

their own fields, they had no idea where these were found.11  It seems that this is what happened



with doña María Coatonal and her husband.  When Santiago Tlatelolco’s governor asked them to

identify their piece of land, they were unable to do so.   

Overall,  the  location  of  the  land  contested  by  Angelina  Verónica  and  doña  María

Coatonal constituted one of the main issues of the lawsuit.  The information to this respect is

quite  confusing.   In  the  bill  of  sale,  don Baltasar  indicated  that  the  land he  was  selling  to

Angelina Martina was located in the pago known as Tolpan Techichiquilco.  Not surprisingly, he

did not give more specifications.  In her testament, Angelina Martina asserted that the land she

had bought from don Baltasar was in the pago known as Santa Maria Madalena Coatlayauhcan.

During the lawsuit, Angelina Verónica stated that the land Angelina Martina had bequeathed to

her grandchildren was found in a location named Aztacalcotlali. Don Juan de Austria, however,

visited the pago of Tulpan Techichiquilco to confirm Angelina Verónica’s claims.  Doña María

Coatonal’s declarations are more uniform. She always stated that the land she had inherited from

her father was in a location known as Tulpan or Techichiquilco.  After don Juan de Austria’s first

resolution, doña María took matters to the Real Audiencia, which in turn, sent the problem back

to don Juan.  He went to the disputed land and made a new distribution among the litigants, but

doña María disagreed with it, and appealed again to the Real Audiencia.  Angelina Verónica was

satisfied  with  don Juan’s  second resolution,  and she  explained  that  her  land was  located  in

Astacatl, whereas that of doña María was found in another placed known as Techiquisquilco,

both of them located in the pago of San Andres.12  Finally,  the Real Audiencia required don

Antonio Valeriano,  the indigenous governor  of  Mexico City,  to  emit  a  final  resolution.   He

concluded that the land of the conflict was located in the pago of Techichiquilco and that the

location of Aztacalcotlali  was somewhere else. This pronouncement was probably one of the

reasons don Antonio gave a final resolution in favor of doña María. 



Don Antonio Valeriano’s conclusion on the land identification of this case does not make

his  resolution satisfactory.   It  seems that  don Juan de Austria’s  first  decision was based on

Santiago  Tlatelolco’s  people’s  consent.   He  corroborated  Angelina  Verónica’s  and  Gaspar

Lorenzo’s  statement  with  that  of  other  members  of  Santiago  Tlatelolco,  such as  elders  and

cabildo officers.  They all agreed that the land had belonged to don Baltasar Tlilancalqui who

had sold it to Angelina Martina thirty years ago. They added that she had always cultivated this

land,  that  she  had  bequeathed  it  to  her  great  grandchildren,  and  that  Gaspar  Lorenzo  had

cultivated this land as their terrazguero.  Finally, they declared that doña María Coatonal and her

husband had never possessed such land.13   According to Lockhart, the main difference between

European and Nahua land systems was that community consensus was much more important in

the latter.  The presence of local rulers and elders was an essential part of land transfers because

they represented the opinion and the community’s public approval.14  Under this light, don Juan

de Austria’s resolution seems to be quite acceptable for Nahua standards. 

After doña María Coatonal took the case to the Real Audiencia, Spanish officers sent the

case  back  to  Santiago  Tlatelolco’s  governor.   This  time,  don  Juan  de  Austria  decided  to

undertake  the measurement  of  each party’s  land according to  their  documents  of possession

(Angelina Martina’s will on one hand, the sentence of a former litigation case on the other).  As

discussed above, the lack of proper land identification on documents must have made the process

of measurement difficult.  It is likely that don Juan’s decision was once more based on popular

knowledge, and it again favored Angelina Verónica’s grandchildren.  For this reason, doña María

appealed once again to the Real Audiencia.  On this occasion, Spanish officers did not send the

case back to Santiago Tlatelolco’s governor, but to don Antonio Valeriano, governor of Mexico

City’s indigenous cabildo.  He dictated a sentence in favor of doña María Coatonal, and he based



this decision on a manuscript painting that she had presented to him.  This was supposedly an

ancient  painting  that  indicated  that  the  land  had  belonged  to  doña  María’s  forefathers.

Throughout the years of process of litigation there had been no reference to such map.  It is quite

suspicious that a piece of evidence that would have been fundamental was not presented until

this moment, unless it was counterfeit.15  

If the community’s consensus seemed to be in favor of Angelina Martina’s heirs, why did

don Antonio Valeriano overrule  don Juan de Austria’s resolutions?  Prior  to the manuscript

painting, the document that doña María Coatonal used as proof of ownership in this process was

an executoria, i.e., a sentence on a previous lawsuit that she and her sister doña María Atotoztli

had undergone against other nephews and nieces of don Diego Mendoza de Austria Moctezuma.

In this suit, doña María claimed that a plot of land in Tulpan Techichilco that was three hundred

brazas long and forty  wide belonged  exclusively  to  her  and her  sister  and not  to  the  other

relatives  of don Diego to whom the land had been distributed.  She started this  litigation  on

January 1570.  She requested the Real Audiencia to restitute their land on the grounds that they

had  inherited  it  from  their  father,  a  noble  and  principal  from  Tlatelolco:  don  Francisco

Quicnopilsintli  (Ycnopiltziney).  She also explained that she was very young when her father

died, and that her uncle don Diego Mendoza de Austria Moctezuma had appropriated the land

that she and her sisters had inherited.  However, she added that in his will (dated February 10,

1560), don Diego ordered the restitution of this land, and because of this, she had appealed to the

Real Audiencia, for the land had been distributed among other natives.  As evidence, doña María

Coatonal presented the will of don Diego.  On February 14, 1572, the  oidor  (“minister of the

Real Audiencia”) Luis de Villanueva issued a sentence in favor of doña María Coatonal. The

nephews of don Diego complained and stated that oidor Zorita had already distributed this land



among the brothers and nephews of don Diego.  They added that doña María Coatonal and her

sister had gotten their share of land, and that their rights to this property did not come from their

father,  but from don Diego’s will.16  They emphasized that since don Diego’s testament had

already been put in effect, it could not constitute valid evidence for doña María’s case. Despite

their complaints, on September 15, 1573, the oidor of the Real Audiencia confirmed doña María

Coatonal as the rightful owner of the land that had belonged to her father.  On October 9, 1573,

they confirmed the sentence. 

LAND RIGHTS

The  lawsuits  between  doña  María  Coatonal  and  her  relatives  and  between  her  and

Angelina Verónica suggest the continuity of former inheritance patterns.  In the first case, the

Real  Audiencia  gave  doña María  the  land she  claimed  to  have  inherited  from her  father,  a

Tlatelolca cacique.  This suggests that her link to the land must have been greater than that of her

cousins to the land they got from their uncle.  In the second case, the success of doña María’s

claim suggests that the right to patrimonial precontact land was stronger than that of purchased

land.  

In her analysis of inheritance patterns, Susan Kellogg concluded that the basic bond of

the Nahua kinship system was filiative with a tendency to be patrifilial i.e., that the “parent-child

bond” was the basic unit of society.   For this reason, children held definitive rights over their

parents’, especially their father’s land. Claiming rights to a “a parent’s site” was, then, one of the

most effective strategies to retain or recover land in legal suits, even in cases in which the heir no

longer resided in that particular place.  In fact, this mechanism was powerful enough to overturn

sales, as doña María’s successful claims seem to confirm. Although siblings also had inheritance

rights,  as  don  Diego  acknowledged  by  bequeathing  to  his  siblings  and  their  children  the



patrimonial  land  that  they  had  inherited  from their  grandfather,  the  bond  among  them was

secondary to that between parents and children for, in the first place, the group of siblings had

inherited the land from their father.17  

The sale of land was not a European introduction. According to Lockhart, the existence

of a specific word (tlalcohualli) to designate purchased land suggests that this transaction was

common.   Furthermore,  sixteenth-century documents  imply that  the  sale  of  land had started

taking place in the precontact era and continued during the early Viceroyalty in places such as

Tlatelolco, Culhuacan, and Tepoztlán.18 However, the outcome of the lawsuit analyzed in this

paper suggests that, as in the precontact era, the sale of land was still restricted to the elite.

Angelina Martina was not noble, but her will suggests that she was an extremely wealthy

pochteca, and thus, a member of the Mexica elite.  Perhaps this was one of the reasons no one

contested her rights over the land she bought from don Baltasar Tlilancalqui.  However, it seems

that the situation of her great grandchildren and of their grandmother Angelina Verónica, their

guardian, was not the same.  Angelina Verónica was not a wealthy pochteca, but the widow of an

indigenous tailor, resident of the barrio of San Martin Hueytlalpan in Santiago Tlatelolco.  All of

her witnesses were indigenous inhabitants of Santiago Tlatelolco, and all of them had humble

jobs (farmers and salt  makers).   Furthermore,  Gaspar Lorenzo, her main witness, was in jail

when his testimony was requested.   On the other hand, doña María Coatonal’s witnesses seemed

to belong to a higher social class.  Her main witness was Juan Méndez Sotomayor, a Spanish

officer  of  the  Real  Audiencia.   Only  one  of  her  indigenous  witnesses  was  from  Santiago

Tlatelolco,  and he was not a farmer or a saltmaker,  but an officer  of some kind (oficial  de

calcetero).  Her other two witnesses were also indigenous, but from Mexico City, and one of

them was  a  landowner.19  Doña María  Coatonal  was not  only a  noble  from a  pre-Hispanic



lineage,  but  she  had  also  established  connections  with  Spanish  authorities.  In  addition,  her

connections with indigenous people went further than Santiago Tlatelolco. These associations

probably  helped  her  preserve  the  rights  that  she  had in  Nahua society  as  a  member  of  the

indigenous nobility.

COMMUNITY CONSENSUS

Although it  seems that  doña María Coatonal’s  successful claim overruled community

consensus, in a formal sense, it did not.  Three of her four witnesses declared that they knew that

she was the rightful owner of the disputed land because they had witnessed the act by which she

had  taken  possession  of  it.  Lockhart  believes  that  a  fundamental  part  of  land  transfers  in

precontact times was a ritual by which the authorities, representing the people, acknowledged the

owner’s possession.  He also thought that these pre-Hispanic rituals consisted of negotiations that

ended  with  a  feast.  However,  the  introduction  of  Spanish  traditions  modified  the  ritual.

Following Spanish ways, a main officer would take the new owner by hand and walk with him

all over his/her land, and the new proprietor would carry out “symbolic destructive acts showing

his full rights,” such as weeding or throwing soil and stones.20  Teresa Jarquín explained that this

ceremony became the final step in taking possession of the land that viceroyal authority granted

to either Spaniards or Indians.21  Both Lockhart and Jarquín state that this ritual was in itself a

definitive proof of ownership that would function as evidence if another person laid claims to the

same piece of land.22  Doña María’s successful claim is an example of the efficacy of the act of

possession in such cases.  On April 1574, she took possession of the land that according to her

had belonged to  her  father.  Officers  from the  Real  Audiencia  as  well  as  officers  and other

indigenous people, some from Mexico City, some from Santiago Tlatelolco, witnessed the ritual.

During the ceremony,  doña María Coatonal weeded her land, and she moved soil and stones



from one part to another.23  Eleven years later, some of the people who took part in such event

presented their testimony to confirm doña María’s ownership.

This  case  also  suggests  that  as  in  precontact  times,  local  officers  still  played  a

fundamental role in the legitimation of land tenure.  Before the arrival of the Spaniards, even if

individuals  had the right to bequeath or even alienate  their  land, they needed the authority’s

approval,  for  this  represented  the  community  consensus.24 Precontact  rulers  controlled  land

allocation by participating, and thus legitimizing, acts of possession and by keeping detailed land

records. During the Viceroyalty, indigenous governors continued to be the ones who managed

land tenure among their people.25 One example is that their authorization was necessary for a sale

to  take  place.26 Furthermore,  they  were  the  ones  who  “gave  formal  possession  to  the  new

purchaser.”27  The acknowledgement of indigenous authorities was needed even when Spanish

courts  had granted possession to  an individual.   For this  reason,  indigenous officials  had to

accompany Spanish officers during acts  of possession.28 Consequently,  the fact  that the Real

Audiencia let an indigenous governor make the final resolution on the lawsuit between Angelina

Verónica and doña María Coatonal is not surprising.  It suggests a great deal of continuity in the

role indigenous officers had towards land tenure. What is surprising is that the indigenous officer

that issued the final resolution was not the governor of Santiago Tlatelolco, where the disputed

land was located, but the governor of Mexico City, whose jurisdiction was supposedly not over

Santiago Tlatelolco.

CONCLUSIONS

Initially,  Spanish  authorities  respected  the  power,  authority,  and  privileges  of  the

caciques  because  they  played  a  fundamental  role  in  the  so-called  process  of  colonization.

However, in the middle of the sixteenth century when Spanish authorities introduced the position



of governors to replace that of caciques, the latter began to loose their privileges.  In the 1550’s,

the  indigenous  caciques  of  central  Mexico  (including  don Diego)  wrote  a  letter  to  the king

complaining of such events.  They especially complained of the continuous usurpation of their

cacicazgo’s land.29  The data from the lawsuit analyzed in this paper suggests that in the mid-

sixteenth century, caciques were, in fact loosing their land.  In 1551, Don Baltasar Tlilancalqui, a

cacique  from Santiago  Tlatelolco,  sold  his  land  to  Angelina  Martina.  Doña María  Coatonal

fought against  Angelina Martina’s heirs  over a plot of land that she had already sold to the

Dominicans from Azcapotzalco.  

However, this paper also suggests that at least in the sixteenth century, caciques and their

offspring had found effective ways of defending their land.  In his will, don Diego explained that

through litigation, he had been able to recover the land that a Spaniard had misappropriated.30

After two lawsuits, doña María Coatonal was also able to defend her rights to cacicazgo land.

Some of the mechanisms that indigenous nobles employed were traditional, such as the bond of

lineage,  community  consensus,  and  the  participation  of  indigenous  officers.   Others  were

innovative, such as association with Spanish officers. 

Finally, this case also suggests that during the Viceroyalty indigenous women had found

ways  of  preserving  their  wealth,  and  even  of  increasing  it.  The  list  of  Angelina  Martina’s

properties is impressive.  Although a great deal of her land was patrimonial, she also engaged

quite actively in land purchase.  This suggests that the position of Tlatelolca pochteca at least

during the sixteenth century continued to be very strong.
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